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Join Us in May!
We still have spots open
on our May college
weeks (May 12-18, 1925). The garden needs a
lot of hands in the spring,
and the weeks are open
to anyone over the age
of 18. If interested, call
Laura at 304-445-7143,
or email volunteer@
b ethlehemfarm.net

We Are All Caretakers
Bethlehem Farm is more than a place on a
mountain. It is a way of life that emphasizes prayer,
holds to simplicity, seeks out opportunities for
service, and lives all of this in a community. There
are Caretakers of the physical place of Bethlehem
Farm, who model this lifestyle; however, we are
all caretakers of the ideals of the Farm. Prayer,
simplicity, service, and community are not
meant to stay on the mountain. It is up to us to
cultivate and care for this mission in all of our
homes.

by Zach Haselhorst,
Marc Slain, and Jake Teitgen

Many of us have left the Farm wanting to carry
its ideals with us. We want that mountaintop
experience to persist in our lives. The question
becomes, “How can I be a caretaker at home?”. Once learned, it is
easy to make the bread, and the bread is better when shared. It tastes better; it creates conversation;
it makes us smile. Once learned, we can be better stewards of our environment. Once learned,
prayer can be incorporated into our daily lives. Once we learn simplicity, we can free ourselves from
the domination of media and technology. Just like the bread, each of these things is better when
shared. 			
					
(continued on page 2)
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Memories of Bill Mann

Bill Mann, our good friend and nearest neighbor, passed into eternity on February 3, 2013.

Even if volunteers never met him, most enjoyed the breathtaking view from the top of “Bill Mann
Hill”. As in the story of the prophet Elijah, one can hear the still small voice of God on that mountain.
Some volunteers also had the opportunity to hike over to Bill and Betty’s home for a visit, where they
heard a very different voice of God - the voice of laughter and joy.
Former caretaker Joe Prieboy
(henceforth referred to by
Bill’s nickname for him, “The
Vet”) remembers Bill most as
a wordsmith. The Vet relates,
“One of my favorite
quotes from Bill, which
I can only imagine
he made up, was: ‘He
knows about as much
about that as an elephant does about Sunday’.” Speaking of Sundays, Caretaker Mariana (a.k.a.
“Shortie”) recalls the Sunday night tradition of watching “Hee-Haw” (an old variety show) with
the Manns: “Betty would always make popcorn, and Bill would keep offering us his favorite
fudge until we took some, even if we insisted we weren’t hungry.”
Everyone who met Bill Mann could share a story of how he made us laugh. Beyond that,
words cannot express our deep gratitude for his neighborly care, which graced this place since
the days of the Catholic Worker farm. As the Hoss (better known as Eric Fitts) said: Thank you for
teaching us how to be neighbors.
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Community is only one of four cornerstones, but it is through community
that we are better able to serve, pray, simplify, and grow. Fr. Henri Nouwen
beautifully describes community when he says, “Together in the one mosaic,
each little stone is indispensable and makes a unique contribution to the glory
of God. That’s community, a fellowship of little people who together make God
visible in the world.” Companions on the journey are essential for caretakers.
Here at Our Lady of Grace Church in Noblesville, IN, we simply invite anyone
who has been to Bethlehem Farm to a monthly meal. We ask that people bring
a homemade, organic, or locally purchased item to share. We talk about the
food on the table, pray, and enjoy each other’s company. At the end of the
evening, we sit together in our own ‘prayerea’ and talk about how we are living
the cornerstones in our lives - everything from efforts to recycle to dry spells in
prayer. We rejoice in blessings, and listen to and comfort each other in struggles.
So what is happening with the cornerstones in our community? Many of us pray differently and more. Gardens are popping up
in our backyards. We laugh a lot. When we cannot find God ourselves, we are blessed to see Him in the mosaic of our community.
Many people read books about faith and share what they have read. Some of us have been known to sort through the trash. We are
changing the way we eat. Our lives are transforming, and we are spreading the good news.
Be a caretaker of Bethlehem Farm. If you say, “but we don’t have that in our community,” then start small, but do start. One of our
high-schoolers, Jake Johnson, says “Without a doubt, Bethlehem Farm is a wonderful place. It provides a feeling of true humanity and
simplicity that is scarce in the world we live in today.” We agree with him completely. That is why we strive to be caretakers of the
Farm in our everyday lives. To bring those ideals to our everyday lives, we must choose to be caretakers together.

For Bill Mann—

So many memories we’ve had
Of the man we could’ve easily called dad.
He commented on what we did and failed to do,
And we valued the things he knew.
If you remember his sayings then you knew old Bill,
Even if you don’t you’ll remember his hill.

I recall the day I tore down his old coop,
I tried to invite him to come over for soup.
He, however, was concerned with my truck—
Readying the tractor for I’d surely get stuck.
As I grimaced and gunned it I felt like a mud diver,
But he simply laughed and named me the “Truck Driver.”
It wasn’t the last of the nicknames he slew—
Surely you’ve heard of #1 and #2.
When I visited he always offered a cookie,
And declared me an ‘Ole Mountain Trader rookie.
More than once he had Betty dialing the cable
Since I wanted so badly to buy a pool table.
Where it would go he never did see,
Stepping inside only for the baby.
Bill was a kind and generous man—
Even if he laughed at “Hoss” when he ran.

More than once I met him on his drive,
But one day I was feeling particularly alive.
I was racing home from the Pence Springs sale
Just as Bill was returning from fetching his mail.
Though I couldn’t carry it home, I’d had a great find,
And where the saw would hang was clear in my mind.
“Well then get in the truck—we’ll go for a spin,
I’ll even pay for us to get in.”
He agreed the price for the antique was right
But when we returned it was nowhere in sight.
I was heartbroken to hear the saw had been sold,
But I had my sights set on something else that was old.
Bill asked if there was anything else that was rare,
And, like a cunning grandchild, I pointed at a chair.
The farm needed new seats for many at dinner;
He bought them right quick to make me a winner.
Quick isn’t the best word to use,
But a finer neighbor we couldn’t choose.
Next time you sit down for breakfast think of him
And how I convinced him to buy chairs on a whim.
Though no amount of laughter will bring him back,
Kindly acknowledge that, as “Rockefellers,” money we don’t lack.
Still, we’ll all miss the chance to hear him say,
“After lunch come on over—let’s put up some hay.”

by Ashley Boone (“Truck Driver”)
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When volunteer groups come into our home, one of the first things we share with them is our belief that each one of us has been
called here by God for a reason. More particularly, we know that all of us have been created by God with a vocation—a specific way
in which we will contribute to building the Kingdom of God. We do not claim to know the reason why each person has been called to
Bethlehem Farm, but we do know that each person will learn something about their vocation, their purpose in life, and who they are
created to be. As volunteers journey through the service-retreat experience, we ask them to take
note of the times they experience consolation, or joy, and the times they experience desolation, or
despair. St. Ignatius referred to this self-reflection as the discernment of spirits. He developed the
Examen for this purpose: to reflect regularly upon the movements of the Spirit in our lives as we
discern the will of God for our future.

On Vocation
by Eric and Colleen

We can think about our vocations in life in two ways. First, are we called to the priestly, religious, married or single life? Second, what
will be our primary work in the world? That is, in what unique way do our talents meet the world’s needs?
In looking back at our vocational discernment as a couple, several thoughts
come to mind. Both of us were intent on following the will of the Spirit in
our life’s path. When we met at Nazareth Farm 11 years ago, Eric had already
spent some time discerning a call to religious life, had given up on finding a
soul mate with whom to share the married life, and was exploring a call to
missionary work. Colleen was disheartened by a recent dating experience, and
was questioning if there was any man of faith out there for her. Although it
may sound quaint, we deepened our relationship through a series of letters
written back and forth, both before and after we started dating. Letter-writing
had a couple of qualities that made it valuable in vocational discernment.
First, when writing, we tended to skip the day-to-day trivialities and delve
deeper into meaningful exchanges about our values and faith. Second, we
could be more intentional about the speed and direction of our relationship,
because we were not distracted by being physically close to each other. (There
certainly is a place for long walks, holding hands, and stargazing together,
which also spur deep-hearted conversations, but our culture often places too
much emphasis on the physical and not enough on the emotional and spiritual
journey of the relationship).
When Eric left the staff at Nazareth Farm and Colleen prepared to graduate from Loyola, each of us continued to discern international
volunteer work. Eric’s path was directing him to Latin America and Colleen’s path was directing her to France. A friend of Colleen
advised us to consider the metaphor of a potted plant left in a dark room: the plant might survive for an extended period without
care, or it might shrivel up and die. A person who cared deeply that the plant should live would make sure to give it enough water
and sunlight. In the same way, our budding relationship might survive two years away from each other, but we would more likely
grow apart with our different experiences and changing circles of friends. She suggested that we stay together if our relationship
was important enough to us. We had to pray over that decision, and it has blessed the rest of our lives that Colleen chose to serve at
Nazareth Farm herself, and Eric chose to work 2 hours away at Wheeling Jesuit University. In a sense, the vocational discernment of our
mode of life (marriage) has also directed the vocational discernment of our primary work in the world (Bethlehem Farm). Our choice to
stay together and get married led us into a conversation on a cold January night, around a dining room table at Nazareth Farm, about
what “another Farm” might look like.
On its better days, our vocational
journey has been marked by openness
to the will of God, an ordering of
our relationship toward our values,
listening to trusted friends, learning
from our parents, following our hearts
into new and different experiences,
and taking note through consolation
and desolation of where the Spirit is
nudging us.

This article was made possible by a grant from
the Our Sunday Visitor Institute.
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Mission
Statement:

Bethlehem Farm is a
Catholic community
in Appalachia that
transforms lives
through service with
the local community
and the teaching of
sustainable practices.
We invite volunteers
to join us in living the
Gospel cornerstones
of community, prayer,
service and simplicity.

Dreams Becoming Reality

After 5 years of hoping, dreaming, planning,
fundraising, and working our way into an answer,
we have finally broken ground on the Caretaker
Residence! Excavation is complete, the foundation is
in place, a slab has been poured, we are beginning
to build the first floor, and, by the time you read
this article, we should be swinging the StructurallyInsulated Panels (SIPs) into place to form the frame
and roof of the building.
We have come a long way, but we still have $227,000
to go to fund the Caretaker Residence project. Many
of you have begun to donate to the project—thank
you for your contributions! Also, a couple dozen
friends, led by strong support from the Sisters of the
Presentation of DuBuque, Iowa, have come forward
to offer us low-interest loans to cover this gap, so that
construction may begin. We’d love to erase those
loans over the next two years with your help. Please
consider sending a gift in the enclosed envelope!

Caretaker
Community:
Katherine Byers
Bridget Dignan
Colleen Fitts
Eric Fitts
Matt Hubbard
Mariana Lo
Moira Reilly
Laura Zerhusen

Board
Members:

Vern Bedel
Adam Fischer
Kate Kosydar
Allison Leigh
Scott McNelis
Katie Noonan
Frederick Pratt
Tom Ruggaber
Jana Strom
Jake Teitgen
Julie Tracy Prieboy
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by Eric Fitts, Director

$227,000 to go!

There are many exciting pieces of this project:
•
The super-insulated SuperiorWall foundation
and SIPs framing
•
The radiant floor heat and option for solar
heating in the future
•
SolaTube passive solar lighting
•
The rainwater harvesting system for irrigation of
the gardens and orchard
•
Solar-electric panels with battery back-up for
power outages (if funding is available)

The cool thing about these features is that they will make Bethlehem Farm more resilient and
result in lower maintenance and operating costs, if we can afford them. Would you like to
sponsor one of these sustainable design features?
It is not an easy task to plan, design, fund, and build a sustainable home that 10-20 people will
live in at any given time over the next 50 years and beyond. There are a lot of factors to consider,
and it takes a lot of stamina to keep such a project going in the midst of an already busy schedule.
But it can also be easy to find motivation when I envision all the beautiful life that will flow from
this project:
•
•
•

The future communities of Caretakers and Summer Servants that will be fostered by this new
construction;
The new ability to grow our families, welcome new Caretakers, and say “yes” to more requests
from Summer Servants;
The group week participants filling the entire retreat house, and the years of service with the
local community and teaching of sustainable practices that such a community brings to life.

Please donate now to help make this vision a reality!
by our friends at PostNet
in Lewisburg, WV.

Check us out online!

www.bethlehemfarm.net

Questions and comments regarding this publication
and/or article submissions can be sent to the editor,
Mariana Lo, at caretakers@bethlehemfarm.net

